Recent textbooks in lexicography recommend the use of customization in e-dictionaries whereby users or dictionary-makers specify which information categories should be shown on the screen. In this paper I take a look at some online dictionaries and analyze how they solve the task. A few basic types are recognized, based on the answer to questions such as: are the user profiles specified by the user or by the lexicographer? Is the profile defined in relation to the look-up situation or to the user’s general background and skills? Is the profile fixed or flexible? Must the profile be specified once and for all, before every look-up situation or can it be changed as the user navigates through the dictionary entry? For practical reasons, I confine myself primarily to English and Scandinavian dictionaries. The analysis formed part of the preparatory phase of the online version of The Danish Dictionary. Four months after the introduction we can now observe from the log files how users manage the various options they are given. The experience so far is that user profiles that require deliberate action from the user are rarely used. The same holds for other kinds of customization such as advanced search possibilities. For the dictionary-maker there is all the more reason to be careful about configuring the default setting.

1. Introduction

Towards the turn of the millenium, a characteristic trend among dictionary publishers was to have a growing stock of still more refined print dictionaries, accompanied by the recognition that dictionaries should be tuned to match the needs of specific user groups. As electronic dictionaries are gradually taking over and the sale of paper dictionaries is declining, it is likely that the trend will take a different course: one in which the electronic dictionary or dictionary site may encompass a single or a whole range of traditional dictionaries that can be adjusted in various ways to comply with the needs of particular user groups. A possible outcome is that the future will see fewer lexicographical products but those that are there will allow individual customization in the way they are presented on the screen.

In this paper, I explore the notion of user profiling and customization. A number of Internet dictionaries are equipped with tabs, buttons or other options that allow the user to specify different presentational modes. I take a look at some of them, analyze what types of solutions have been employed and discuss the problems and perspectives involved.

2. The past and the present

In the good old days – which in this context is no more than 15 years ago – a dictionary to most people was a book, i.e. a concrete physical object consisting of sheets of paper with text on them and bound in one or more volumes. The electronic dictionary (hereafter e-dictionary) is much less tangible and can perhaps best be characterized by its two-sided nature: it consists of a content component with data that is typically stored in a database, and a presentational component in the form of an interface through which the user can see a representation of the data on a screen, e.g. on a desktop computer, a pocket electronic dictionary, a smart phone, tablet computer or other mobile device. The two components are not entirely independent: the way data is organized in the database determines what is possible to query and present on the screen. But contrary to the printed dictionary, the e-dictionary screen allows the same data to be presented in many different ways, depending on the functional and aesthetic preferences of the developer as well as on the types of query permitted.
The notion of dictionary customization is still in its infancy. It has been recognized by some of the more recent textbooks in lexicography, but typically only by way of recommendation or tentative suggestion. Here are a few examples:

Build multiple user profiles, and let users customize their e-dictionary. Users have their own specific needs and skills (and these may change according to the task they are engaged in), so it is important to allow them to decide which information-categories should be displayed by default (and which can be accessed by an additional click) Atkins & Rundell 2008: 245

We could introduce user profiles that would allow users to define the type of information categories they want to be displayed in the entries. These user profiles could be either user-specified or defined by the system on the basis of the information the users give about the task they want to perform with the help of the dictionary. Varantola 2003:237

Today, we can aspire to move a step further by investigating what solutions have actually been implemented in e-dictionaries. I confine myself to online e-dictionaries, and for practical reasons I shall look primarily at English and Scandinavian dictionaries.

3. Types of customization

A user profile is nothing more than a convenient label for a particular subset of dictionary data that is presented to a user in a look-up situation. Viewed in this perspective it is important to note that 1) the number of information elements in the database may be – and often has to be – much larger than the user will ever see at a time. The selected user profile decides which elements will be concealed and which will be visible. And that 2) each information element should contain one and only one type of information. Even though the latter point is old news, it is nevertheless indispensable as both conditions should hold if the user profiles are to be functional. So, user profiling takes as a starting point the existing information structure in the database and presents a subset of this data to the user.

If we now turn to look at different dictionary solutions, we can list a few basic types. The types emerge from the answers to the following questions which are in turn closely connected to the strategy adopted:

- are the user profiles specified by the user or by the lexicographer?
- is the profile defined in relation to the look-up situation or to the user’s general background and skills?
- is the profile fixed or flexible?
- must the profile be specified once and for all, before every look-up situation or can it be changed as the user navigates through the dictionary entry?

3.1. The flexible user-specified profile

A user-specified profile is one that is left to the user to configure: he or she selects which elements should be visible, either freely or from a selection chosen by the dictionary-maker. I am not aware of any e-dictionaries that allow completely free configuration but the Oxford English Dictionary Online allows the user to configure a number of information categories: pronunciation, spelling, etymology, quotations, date chart and, if available, additions. Figure 1 shows how this is realized as buttons at the top of the screen.
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3.2. The fixed user-specified profile
It would seem that OED’s solution is a flexible one as the user is free to pick and choose information elements as he or she wishes. There are no pre-fabricated settings except the default, unlike the next type where the user can choose between a limited number of presentations, usually two or three. This is the solution adopted by Macmillan, where the user can choose between two settings, indicated by the buttons ‘Show more’ and ‘Show less’, as shown in Figure 2. As there are only two presentational modes, the button always shows the alternative mode.

Figure 1. OED Online has buttons at the top of the screen that allow the user to show or hide certain information types

Red colour indicates that the element is visible, blue that it is suppressed and the selected setting is preserved in the session until the user changes it. In the default setting, quotations and additions are visible whereas the other categories are hidden. Customization may take place at any time, before or after the look-up, but the default setting is restored when a new session is opened.

Figure 2. The button ‘Show Less’ allows users of Macmillan to hide parts of the entry
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A similar solution was adopted in the project that I myself work with, The Danish Dictionary online. This dictionary also has two settings, both visible to the user in the form of tabs. In addition, The Danish Dictionary incorporates elements of the first type by allowing the user to open or hide the major information components of an entry at any time (meanings, phraseology and word formation). As opposed to the OED, however, the user changes the setting at the relevant point in the entry and not at the top.

It is also directed at different information elements, mainly because the option was introduced to promote ease of access and navigation rather than by considerations of user profiles. The possibility in The Danish Dictionary to see more than the maximum of two citations given in the default setting is closer to the OED solution, but again it should be set at the relevant point in the entry, not as a general setting for the whole entry.

![Figure 3. The Danish Dictionary has two tabs: ‘Kort visning’ (‘short presentation’) and ‘Lang visning’ (‘long presentation’)](image)

### 3.3. The fixed profile defined by the situational needs

Finally, there are a few e-dictionaries that try to take into account the situational needs that users have, primarily inspired by the theoretical considerations developed by Bergenholtz and Tarp which they label ‘functional’. In a Danish dictionary of phraseology (Bergenholtz et al.), the users can specify their current situation by clicking one of four radio buttons: 1) I am reading, but have a reception problem, 2) I am writing and want to use a particular expression, 3) I am writing and am looking for an expression with a particular meaning, and 4) I want to know everything about an expression. An example is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. A Danish phraseological dictionary with four different settings which must be chosen before look-up. The default setting is 1) ‘reception problem’

Figure 5. The front page of the learner’s dictionary Base lexical du français
A somewhat similar approach is taken by the Belgian project Base lexical du français, BLF (Verlinde, forthcoming), only here the users must specify their needs already on the front page. The BLF is a learner’s dictionary and tries to make the user reflect on his or her need before accessing the database. There is a choice between six major categories with subcategories as can be seen from Figure 5’s view of the front page. The rationale behind the BLF and the phraseological dictionary is in both cases to present the user with only the information needed for the particular task at hand and nothing else.

3.4. The two-in-one profile tailored to situational needs

Because most e-dictionaries available today were conceived as print dictionaries, the data structure is often less than optimal, with the consequence that the profiling potential is not fully exploited. Even if incorporated from the outset, the creation of an optimal data structure can be a costly affair: it takes more time and effort to present the same content in different versions no matter if it is done by creating separate versions or by marking up stepwise condensations of the full text. Nevertheless, it is an obvious and highly recommendable way of differentiating between user needs, and one which is also implemented in some reference works. To my knowledge, it is more widely used in encyclopedias and specialized dictionaries, probably because they often have very long and detailed explanations. The long explanation is useful for users that seek in-depth knowledge of a particular subject but they can be too long if the consultation is motivated by a simple reception problem. In the latter case the user is better helped with a short definition. Figure 6 shows an example from the Swedish National Encyclopedia where the user can choose between up to three different styles: ‘lång’ (long), ‘kort’ (short) and ‘enkel’ (simple). Another example is the Danish Dictionary of Music which offers a long and a short explanation of the head-word.

![Figure 6. The Swedish National Encyclopedia offers up to three different presentations of the same article](image)

4. Discussion

There seem to be different theoretical analyses behind the user-specified and the need-dependent solutions. A recurring position in the functional approach of the Aarhus school is that monofunctional dictionaries are preferable to multifunctional (Bergenholtz & Vrang 2006). An argument against this view is the rather mundane observation that users simply do not buy several dictionaries for one language and use them alternately according to their
situational needs. But this argument is only valid for print dictionaries: with the possibilities offered by the e-dictionary it is now possible to get several monofunctional dictionaries in one. And this is just what has been implemented in the above-mentioned phraseological dictionary: the users can get just the data that match their needs by clicking on the relevant button. The approach is attractive as it aims at eliminating information that is not relevant in the look-up situation, thereby keeping things simple and clear. To be successful, however, it is required that the users are able to analyze their own needs in every look-up situation and pick the right button. According to my knowledge, there is not much evidence to support such a rational user behaviour (cf. Nesi, forthcoming) and our own experience is that the prospects are rather gloomy.

This is the reason why, in the planning of The Danish Dictionary, we decided on a simple model with only few possibilities. The flexible user-specified model (as exemplified by OED above) is attractive but was, at least temporarily, eliminated at the planning stage for the practical reason that categories like inflection, pronunciation and etymology usually do not take up much space on the screen and there would not be much to be gained by suppressing this kind of information individually. Instead, a simple solution with only two tabs was chosen: a short version with the basic information needed for reception (suppressing the following: pronunciation, etymology, grammatical information, related words and all examples except one citation for each sense), and a long version which included all available information.

Before launching the online version of The Danish Dictionary we carried out a small series of user tests in order to decide finally how many and how sophisticated user profiles we should allow. The test persons were simply asked to perform various look-up tasks and the results of their searches were registered as well as any comments they might have in connection with the task. The test results showed that the users had problems in finding rather basic information. For example, they could not find the pronunciation of a word because they did not realize they were in the short presentation mode, and they were generally unable to analyze their needs (‘I don’t care if it is reception or production, I just want to know what the word means’). This made us change the default setting from short to long presentation: it may be less clear and simple but at least everything is to be found there.

Although the functional approach, as expressed by Tarp (e.g. Tarp 2008) and Bergenholtz, has a point by directing attention to users’ situationally defined needs, the theoretical analysis will not do on its own if the users are unable to understand and orient themselves among the choices offered. The Belgian BLF project seeks a different solution to the same underlying challenge: here the users have to choose between situations before they are allowed to perform a look-up. This approach looks promising but it also draws attention to a potential catch-22 situation: on the one hand, requiring too many options and clicks of users before they can get started may scare them away. And on the other hand, a model with immediate look-up and only few options may lead to inaccurate access and lack of clarity. Whatever the situation, we need more information about user behaviour to assess which solution works more effectively.

5. User behaviour as attested by log files

The online version of The Danish Dictionary was opened to the public in November 2009, and after the opening we have been able to log the actual use of the two presentational modes. Table 1 shows the distribution of the modes during a 2-week period in February 2010.
Not surprisingly, our suspicion from the user tests is confirmed: users very rarely make use of the possibility to view the short version of the entry, or rather: the non-default setting. Of the total pageviews more than 99 % are in the long mode and less than one percent (0.86 % to be exact) in the short. Although the overall picture is quite clear, it does of course not tell the whole story: As it is not possible to choose between the two modes on the front page and as many visit the dictionary only once, all pageviews resulting from a single front page search will be in the default – long – mode. And technically, as the change of tabs is carried out by using JavaScript, a change is only logged if the change in tab is followed by a search and a page reload. It is not possible for us to log, for example, if users shift tab position once or more when browsing a single entry. Nevertheless, it may also be interesting to view the changes between the two modes that are followed by page reload. This is shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>long → short</th>
<th>short → long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,576</td>
<td>1,447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Changes between long and short presentation

The table shows that in slightly more than 4,000 pageviews the user has actively changed the presentation from the previous position. Out of the total number of pageviews this amounts to 1.37 % so the overall picture is not affected much. And although we have just seen that the log statistics underestimate the number of tab changes, as only changes followed by a page reload are registered, it should be safe to conclude that in the overwhelming majority of pageviews the default presentation is used.

The statistics alone do not, however, tell us why users do what they do. It may be that they find the long version appropriate in the look-up situation and feel no need to change to the short version. Alternatively, one may suspect that many users are unaware of the options and just use what is available to them. And a third position would be to maintain that the truth is a mixture of both these interpretations.

The choice of user profiles may be related to the different search options offered by some e-dictionaries. As with user profiles, the latter requires that the user must actively choose a different option than the one given by default, usually a more advanced search mode than the standard search. Such an advanced search option is for instance offered by OED Online, see Figure 7.
I have been informed (Penny Silver, personal communication) that the use of the advanced search option as the non-default choice is very similar to that of the non-default user profile found for The Danish Dictionary: it is scarcely used, less than 5% of the searches are performed using the advanced search.

The same holds for a different part of our website. The dictionary is connected to a corpus of contemporary Danish, KorpusDK, at the same site, and here the user can query the corpus in three different ways, as shown in Figure 8: ‘Standardsøgning’ (standard query) finds a word and its inflected forms. If more words are entered, the query is for both words and their inflections with up to three intervening words. The ‘Udvidet søgning’ (extended query) allows the user to specify the part of speech, the precise inflected forms to look for and the number of intervening words allowed. Finally, the ‘Formel søgning’ (formal query) allows the advanced
user to adopt the full range of formalized queries offered by the underlying corpus query language used. The standard query is used by default. Table 3 summarizes how the three query modes were used in the same 2-week period that were used for tables 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Extended</th>
<th>Formal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,427</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Use of query options in KorpusDK

Again, the same picture emerges: the default standard query was used 94.8% of the times, with extended query accounting for 1.6% and formal query for 3.6% of the total.

6. Conclusions

Whether they adhere to one school of thought or another, most lexicographers welcome the possibility of showing exactly the relevant information categories in a particular lookup situation, no less and no more, tailored to the specific needs and skills of the user. For the lexicographer, this is a strong argument in favour of the e-dictionary over the printed dictionary: the electronic medium has solved some of the problems related to traditional dictionaries. For the same lexicographers, it may be disappointing that the users do not seem to take advantage of all these wonderful possibilities.

The lesson to learn is probably that both lexicographers and dictionary users must make an effort. Dictionary-makers cannot use the introduction of user profiles as a pretext for leaning back and do nothing but should be concerned with finding ways to improve presentation. On the other hand, people are not born with the skills to extract the wealth of data stored in dictionaries and other reference works efficiently and transform it into knowledge. It takes time to get accustomed to new ways of finding information, it may even require formal training.
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